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Dynamic programming method used
The method we have used for calculation of distances between word patterns is the "normalize and warp" procedure as described by Myers e t a1 (14) . Every input word is linearly normalized t o a fixed length of N samples. Then we apply a dynamic programming algorithm as proposed by Sakoe and Chiba (15) . W e w i l l review it b r i e f l y using t h e i r notation. Two speech patterns A and B a r e represented by a sequence of I feature vectors.
A=al,a2,. . . , a~
The distance d(i,j) between feature vectors ai and bi is:
We have used a symmetric DP-algorithm.
Our boundary conditions force the endpoints of A and B to be mapped on each other.
An adjustment window r, defines a maximum deviation from the line i=j.
The total distance between patterns A and B will be How to emphasize the transitions The aim of the experiments reported here is to try some new ways of focusing the interest to the transitional parts of the speech. We want a method that is simple to realize in an ordinary pattern matching framework.
To do this we first introduce a time difference function for each speech parameter p at sample point s:
The difference is thus measured over an interval that is d+e samples long.
We also introduce a total difference function:
This difference function has been used as a measure of the transitional segments, so that local maxima in this function should correspond to transitional speech segments.
The total difference function is normalized, to give C wS=l By varying f, we can translate the weight Ws f samples forward or backwards compared to DFs and put the emphasis on the samples following or preceding the transition. Ws is then used for weighting the distances d(i,j) in the DP-algorithm. Since there is one weighting function associated with each of the patterns A and B, we use as the weighted local distance between points i and j in patterns A and B.
The "inverse" of Ws is defined as To avoid negative distances, Wi is always 10.
The weighting functions Ws have heen derived from DF1 and DF2 and the weight has been translated -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 sample intervals.
To emphasize stationary parts a weight Ws has been derived from DF2 without any translation.
The functions dfs have been used as recognition parameters. The IP notation df 1, df2 and df4 means the difference over 1, 2 or 4 samples, cf. DF1, DF2, DF4.
The adjustment window, r, has been varied from 2 up to 6 samples. 
I n Fig. 111-A-3, t h e t i m e s h i f t of t h e weight r e l a t i v e t o t h e d i f f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n s (DF1, DF2) i s varied. I t seems b e s t t o p u t t h e emphasis r i g h t on t h e t r a n s i t i o n a l p a r t s and it i s a l s o seen t h a t placing it before the transition i s b e t t e r than placing it after.
In ref. (12) it is shown t h a t the use of dynamic features improves t h e performance of a word r e c o g n i t i o n system. Thus, t h e d i f f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n s d f s themselves should be t e s t e d a s r e c o g n i t i o n parameters.
Using 4 CBCC'S resulted i n 91.7% correct recognition with r = 4. From Table III 
Conclusion
The use of a weighting function to emphasize the transitional parts of the speech wave has been shown to give a little increase in recognition performance. The accuracy of about 97% without any weighting makes it hard to get any significant improvements. On the other hand, emphasizing the stationary parts lowers the performance significantly. This indicates that essential information for discriminating words is to be found around the transitions. It may be that the technique used for extracting this information is too simple.
Adding the time differences of the CBCC parameters improves recognition with greater significance.
The explanation might be that including the dynamic features of the speech adds information about the transitions that is not explicit in the ordinary parameters. The effect may be more pronounced in multi-speaker speech recognition. 1 the use of only time differences gives lower performance than m l y CECC'S, idicatifig their use as a complement to the CBCCOs.
Adding the summed difference prameter (DF1 or DF2) to the original CBCC'S does not impro1.7e the prfo-m.ace. Tk?is measwe el.ria.entl:r is t m
